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Figure 1: Stages of the restoration process in virtual environment. Left: the initial state of restoration – 17 fragments placed
randomly on a table. Middle: the user is holding and inspecting one fragment. Right: Restoration result.

ABSTRACT
This demo presents a virtual environment for assembling archaeo-
logical artefacts from 3D scanned fragments. We have implemented
a set of interaction techniques tailored to this specific task, allowing
users to examine, manipulate and assemble fragments to obtain
the original shape of the object. The tool is developed and contin-
uously tested by domain experts from the field of anthropology.
The presented pilot user study confirms our initial expectation that
the restoration process using a virtual environments can be sig-
nificantly faster than restoration done in a desktop environment
keeping the same level of assembly precision.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Recent technological advancements in scanning devices are re-
sulting in an increasing number of archaeological artefacts being
digitized by 3D scanning technology. Frequently, only partially or
severely damaged fragments are discovered and digitized instead of
the whole objects. To reveal the original shape and dimensions of
an artefact, individual fragments have to be assembled (this process
is also referred to as restoration).

For the digital restoration, common 3D software tools like Blender
or 3ds Max are commonly used by the domain experts. The restora-
tion of one artefact can take up to several hours in case of a large
number of fragments. Our work is based on the assumption that
utilizing of an immersive virtual environment with spatial input
and output and tailored interaction techniques should decrease the
restoration time, while maintaining the same level of precision of
fragments placement.

2 VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENT
Our virtual environment uses a head-mounted display (HMD) and
a pair of wireless hand-held controllers. Therefore, the user can
freely look around, walk in a given space and manipulate virtual
fragments. The supplementary video showcases the usage of this
environment.

The restoration itself is done by the progressive placement of
fragments in 3D space by the user. In the center of our VE, there is a
cylindrically-shaped “working area”, with no gravity force acting on
fragments and no collisions between fragments. Therefore, the user
can simply place fragments into the mid-air and manipulate them
freely without collision-based constrains. Outside the working area,
the “common laws of physics”1 are applied to the fragments to
increase the level of realism and immersion.
1This consists of gravity force, inertia force, and collisions between fragments and
other objects in the virtual environment.
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2.1 Interaction Techniques
The crucial interaction task in scope of the restoration process is
placing individual fragments in 3D space. Various techniques for im-
proving precision and speed of the “direct manipulation” technique
were proposed, based on the concept of spatial widgets (gizmos)
or “scaled” manipulation, such as the PRISM technique [Frees et al.
2007]. A comparison of spatial manipulation techniques can be
found in work of Mendes et al. [Mendes et al. 2016], concluding
that direct manipulation is well suited for coarse manipulations,
while the widget-based interaction leads to more precise results,
although the interaction is more time-consuming.

In our system, the user can use the direct manipulation technique
as well as spatial gizmos with limited degrees of freedom. The visual
style and functionality of gizmos was adapted from commonly
used desktop 3D modelling applications. Therefore it is already
familiar to the domain experts. To further increase the precision
of manipulation, we have implemented an adjustable precision of
gizmos, see video for details.

Besides the manipulation of individual fragments, the user can
also manipulate the whole content of the working area – translate,
rotate, and scale all fragments. This allows very fast and intuitive
inspection of already placed fragments. The user can also connect
selected fragments to color-coded groups and change the level of
transparency of individual fragments via a control panel attached
to the virtual controller.

2.2 Data-sets
Our main focus is on the restoration of archaeological objects, but
our system is general enough to work with arbitrary models, as
far as the input data is properly formatted. The size of the whole
data-set is limited mainly by the rendering capabilities of the used
hardware.2

After loading the selected files, the system performs an auto-
matic pre-processing of the data, including the computation of
collision hulls of fragments and initial placement of fragments in
the environment.

Finally, fragments can be exported in the restored positions as
OBJ files for further processing by the domain experts.

3 PILOT USER STUDY
We have conducted a pilot user study with ten participants in-
volving both the university students of anthropology without any
experience with restoration tasks and the skilled domain experts.
Digital scans of human skulls fragmented into three, six and sev-
enteen pieces were used as input data sets (see Figure 1). Each
participant performed the restoration of all three data-sets using
both the desktop and the virtual environment. The restoration time
and the precision of fragments placement were measured. Here we
summarize the main results and the feedback from participants.

While there were only minor differences in the precision of the
fragments placement, there were significant improvements in VE
regarding the assembling time. We observed that the more complex
dataset, the more significant time decrease when using VE. Figure
2 depicts the results of ten participants restoring the skull model
2Currently, our solution is able to work with data-sets consisting of millions of triangles
and still keep the rendering refresh rate above 75 FPS.
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Figure 2: Comparison of restoration times for the “Skull”
data-set (17 fragments).

from 17 fragments. The median of time saving for the restoration
process in VE is over 43 minutes.

The users found our VE easy to learn and use. As the main advan-
tage of VE, the users reported better spatial orientation and more
direct control of fragments placement in 3D space. Despite rather
long VR sessions, not a single case of motion sickness was recorded
during the user study. Insufficient resolution of the HMD was re-
ported as a drawback by several users – VR rendering was noted
as “less sharp” or even “blurry” compared to 2D screen rendering.

4 DEMO
The presented demowill show our tool in action. It will demonstrate
the fact that a virtual environment with tailored interaction scheme
can outperform common desktop applications in domain-specific
tasks. Users will be able to test the process of object restoration in
virtual environments using the above-described interaction tech-
niques. The demo will provide six different data-sets to test.

The demo contains the explanation of basic controls directly in
the virtual environment. Therefore, even the users without any
previous experience with VR can easily learn and use the controls.

5 CONCLUSION
We presented a new virtual environment for restoration of objects
from digitized fragments. Our VE provides an easy-to-use and pre-
cise manipulation scheme. The conducted pilot user study confirms
that the restoration task can be solved in the virtual environment
faster than using a common desktop environment, while keeping
the same placement precision.
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